Electronic health records in rheumatology: emphasis on automated scoring and additional use
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ABSTRACT
Electronic health records are increasingly used and frequently required from various regulatory authorities. Apart from their day-to-day use by health care professionals for routine clinical practice and/or the improvement of quality of care processes, patients with chronic inflammatory disease may become increasingly involved in the data retrieval process by self-monitoring and providing patient-reported (outcome) data. Among key features of electronic health records are automated scoring, visualisation of validated measures, and long-term systematic patient-centered data collection in a structured and standardised manner. Data derived from electronic health records are increasingly incorporated into patient-centered research, registries, and other secondary uses. Thus, electronic health records offer opportunities to improve knowledge and to create new process flows in rheumatology health care. The article summarises some of these opportunities in patient care, as well as an overview of secondary use scenarios. In addition, the article focuses on patients’ active involvement in the disease management process via health information applications, reports on patients’ perspectives, as well as some legal and regulatory matters concerning electronic health records.

Introduction
In recent years, patient management processes in the health care system have increasingly used electronic information technology. Reports have documented that electronic health records and other applications provided by health information technology may be associated with better outcomes (e.g. reductions in mortality, complications) and may reduce costs (1). A major development involves electronic versions of paper-based charts (‘electronic medical record’ resp. ‘electronic health record’) offering advanced patient care and other relevant key features as they e.g. increase legibility and lessen loss of charts. Irrespective of the way patient records are conducted, if not kept in a stringent way they might include redundant information requiring more time for reading when consulting and treating a patient.
However, a continuous trend towards an increased use of these electronic health record (EHRs) in routine care is recognised (2). The EHR facilitates patient centered research and other secondary usage options. Health care stakeholders and regulatory authorities demand electronic data capturing of patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs) to assess and assure quality of care. An electronic health record and other software applications with automated scoring can offer such standardised assessments (3). As introduction of EHR and other electronic patient data capturing systems as well as maintaining sustained uses are very complex issues that warrant integration of many different stakeholders of the health care system, the article summarises some of the opportunities that are provided by the use of electronic health records in routine patient care. An overview of secondary use scenarios is presented. In addition, it focuses on active involvement of patients in disease management via health information applications and patients’ perspectives towards electronic data collection systems and their use in routine care. Relevant legal and regulatory aspects in the context of electronic health records and their data processing are addressed.

‘Electronic medical record’ and ‘electronic health record’ and their opportunities in today’s care
The terms ‘electronic medical record’ (EMR) and ‘electronic health record’ (EHR) are often regarded as synonyms. However, a difference has been described: EMRs usually are implement-
PROMs nowadays contribute to the monitoring of quality of care (e.g. as performance measures) on individual as well as on aggregate levels; they facilitate the immediate patient-physician-communication, improve patient satisfaction and knowledge, and also proved to be beneficial for clinical shared decision making (9-13). Regulatory authorities are increasingly using PROMs for benefit assessments of medical interventions, and - in accordance with the longstanding established core set of endpoints for rheumatoid arthritis (RA) in clinical trials - their use in clinical trials has been ascertained by the authorities (14-16).

Software applications that imply various (disease specific) quality indicators are suitable to optimise the delivery process of the mandatory data to health care insurances and other stakeholders involved in quality of care assurance in the nation-specific health care systems (17). Not only due to the heterogeneity of systems but also due to differences in features and characteristics system validation studies are obligatory, as all users must be able to rely on correct data storage, automated score calculation, data transfer, data security, etc.

Available technological infrastructures for electronic medical data capture that include EHR/EMRs but also other, partly ‘registered user-restricted’ data capture applications with and without PROMs facilitate real-time and long-term systematic patient-centered data collection as integral components of care (3, 13, 18). Usually they run on various hardware devices and operating systems. Systems and other related technologies allow smart orchestration of data collection, analyses, and reporting and thus provide numerous prospects for routine patient care and medical research with up-to-date data (17). They contribute to more efficiency of the complex clinical workflows as they accelerate information transfer between patients and physicians (19). Lesser processing steps, avoidance of unnecessary, duplicate data collection and raised flexibility of data capture (e.g. frequencies and locations) help achieving this goal (18-22). Data capture flexibility toward required specific treatment regimes or disease phases might be supported, as new technologies and devices might simplify context-based customisation of outcomes and other quality indicators (23).

EHRs and other patient documentation software-systems that collect patients’ clinical data and PROMs bear the potential to support modern treatment concepts (e.g. tight control) as they enable time-stamped, real-time flagging of important, clinically relevant symptoms that might be surveyed more frequently (in definable time intervals) to acquire broadened views on individual disease courses (13, 17). Automated event monitoring for defined thresholds as well as included electronic PROMS might indicate reduced physical health and other undesirable health related outcomes and thus support triaging of patients who need closer attention in their caring process (e.g. adaption of treatment plans and/or diagnostic processes) (17, 24, 25). EHRs might contribute to improved cooperation and communication processes along care transitions (26). Rapid and facilitated benchmarking of individual outcomes with definable, scalable respectively large control groups get realistic. However, legal, ethical, and financial issues and dilemmas must be considered when using an EHR as summarised by Sittig et al. (27).

EHRs and their opportunities for patient-centered research and other secondary uses

Although distribution and use vary among different countries, EHRs are becoming a key data source for health-related research (28). Analysis on a larger scale by aggregating data from different EHRs in a central database enables investigations of large cohorts (up to representing a valid national sample) and associations of clinical data and manifestations that have a long latency from exposure to outcomes, that might include time-varying exposures, and/or are subject to secular trends (e.g. concerning medication regimes) (29). The use of an EHR/EMR and the application of advances in informatics allow the identification of patients at risk for certain outcomes and might contribute to improvement.
of quality of care (30). The wish to share data nationally and internationally, to identify clinical phenotypes and other data that might lead to development and evaluation of new treatment algorithms, will surely influence the future of Rheumatology care, but requires high levels of standardisation that have hardly been implemented and have further challenges (2).

EHRs have been used for description of the quality of care e.g. for the evaluation of rheumatologists’ performance and for population-based research (31). Ledwich et al. valued EHRs as effective tools for improving quality of care in patients receiving immunosuppressive medication when they include definable alerts that support to adhere to clinical guidelines and pathway (32). In principle, the narrative data in free text fields of EHRs have the potential to define disease outcomes (e.g. (non-)response to treatment, side effects) but have the major disadvantage that they require further (still mostly manual) processing (33). When free text fields are minimised and data are captured in a standardised structured fashion, they are more informative than free text.

Malaviya et al. published on a specialty-specific EMR application that also includes Rheumatology specific electronic outcome measures (e.g. Disease Activity Score 28 (DAS28), Clinical Disease Activity Index (CDAI), Simple Disease Activity index, (SDAI) Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index (BASDAI), Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index (BASFI), Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Metrol- ogy Index (BASMI). They report the clinical and academic advantages of such an EMR as they were able to see more patients, reduce waiting lists, and simplify clinical research – one of the main secondary use objectives (34).

However, as this might not reflect physicians’ overall experiences more research on these issues seems warranted. In 2015 Newman et al. reported that currently available EHRs are usually not ideal for an optimised disease management in patients with chronic rheumatic diseases due to a number of given limitations as e.g. unavailability of outcome measures and time consuming documentation (35). As a consequence, they developed the electronic data capture, aggregation, and display system named “Rheum-PACER” (Patient Centric Electronic Redesign) that was successfully implemented in 3 Rheumatology practices and that is said to have universal applicability. The use of the system was strongly correlated to disease control, and improvements in quality and efficiency of care as well as in productivity were documented (35). The ‘Rheumatology Informatics System for Effectiveness (RISE)’ is a national EHR-enabled registry started by the American College of Rheumatology that “allows passive collection of data on quality of care without individual patient informed consent”. It gathers data on numerous quality measures and has been set up to “provide an infrastructure for improving quality of care, to fulfill national performance reporting requirements, and to serve as a unique data source to generate new knowledge” (36). Meaningful use of EHRs has already been connected to reimbursements by rebates avoiding negative payment adjustments or incentive payments (see http://www.rheumatology.org/I-Am-A/-Rheumatologist/Registries/Quality- Reporting-Programs). The system will be used for the development of an RA specific performance outcome measure and implementation of electronic clinical quality measures (37, 38).

Ursun et al. explored data from EMRs from the Netherlands Institute for Health Services Research Primary Care database to study hospital admission rates due to cardiovascular diseases (CVD) in inflammatory arthritis and control patients, and reported increased hospital admission rates respectively higher CVD burden among patients with inflammatory arthritis (39). For patients with systemic sclerosis Redd et al. ana-lysed EMR data to detect patients at risk for scleroderma renal crisis. Here, the opportunity to improve quality of care comes to the fore, e.g. by education of the caring physicians or setting red flags in the EMR system (30). Baker et al. were able to use EMR data in combination with the US Veterans Affairs Rheumatoid Arthritis (VARA) Registry to identify factors associated with long-term changes in body mass index (40). Furthermore, pseudonymised linkage of cross sectional study data (patient questionnaires) to general practitioners’ and hospital records’ data has been used to explore relevant predictors of poor outcomes in ankylosing spondylitis (41). Being aware of the still present weakness and given limits of EHRs (e.g. deficits from coded data, difficulties in the analysis of textual data, redundant information due to unnecessary repetitions from those entering data) they might via application of ‘indicator markers’ and/or cost-effective machine learning methods respectively algorithms help to (early) classify cases as ‘rheumatoid arthritis’ and reduce delay in diagnosis (28, 42, 43) and in consequence might contribute to improved descriptions of disease prevalence. Based on the wealth of information (structured and unstructured) in an EMR, Lin et al. built an automatic CASE/NON-CASE classification algorithm for an automated methotrexate-induced liver toxicity phenotype discovery in patients with RA. The algorithm showed accurate results (44). Other EMR-based patient cohorts including 4,453 patients with RA were used to develop and validate an algorithm that enables the study of coronary artery disease across different chronic diseases (45). Similarly, algorithms have been applied to identify ‘ankylosing spondylitis’ in the THIN (The Health Improvement Network, UK) EHR database; and one of the evaluated algorithm is now proposed for pharmaco-epidemiologic studies in THIN (29).

Another example is the collection and evaluation of drug allergy alert data from data of electronic health records (data from n=611,192 persons) from two large academic hospitals in Boston, MA (USA) showing an increase of drug allergy alert overrides (46). In the Australian Optimising Patient outcomes in Australian rheumatology (OPAL) registry, a point of care-derived observational registry, participating rheumatologists use the same outcome measures including EMR. This infrastructure allows the OPAL registry to follow more than 14,000 patients with RA based
on data derived from everyday clinical care and is able to answer research questions (47). The database was used to identify clinical situations that prevent patients with RA to achieve low disease activity or remission according to present remission criteria (48). Olsen et al. successfully developed a method to capture data directly from the local EHR (same EHR system in all participating centres) and transfer them into the Electronic Data Capture (EDC) system used for the Norwegian Disease-Modifying Anti-Rheumatic Drugs (NOR-DMARD) registry. From there the data are made available to authorised researchers and have already been used for research (49). Despite the advantage of electronic patient data collection systems some registries continue with paper-based data acquisition for register’s reasonable reasons (50). EHR data can also be applied for genetic studies. For example, Kurremann et al. linked EHR data with biospecimens for genetic research in a case-control cohort with RA patients (51).

EHRs might also contribute to patient recruitment for clinical trials, but further developments, implementation processes, recommendations, and regulations appear necessary and relevant (52, 53). Just recently, the FDA published the paper ‘Use of Electronic Health Record Data in Clinical Investigations - Guidance for Industry’ (54).

Electronic PROMs in health information applications and their opportunities for patients’ active involvement in their care

EHRs and other patient documentations systems with integrated PROMs might also give the patient an opportunity to obtain a diversified view on his or her individual disease course and related issues, to engage in the disease management and to increase her/his empowerment. However, patients will usually not be well educated in interpreting the data resp. scores displayed to them electronically and user training might thus be necessary. In addition, one needs to keep in mind that outcome assessment is still underdeveloped in rheumatology practice (55), and guidelines regarding what scores represent a clinically relevant issue, either in absolute terms or long-term changes in the individual’s score remain missing for some PROMs (9).

Nonetheless, several studies have been performed on the large armamentarium of EHRs/patient documentation system and ePROMs available in Rheumatology but also in other disciplines (26, 56, 57). In a meta-analysis Gwaltney et al. showed that electronic and paper measures of ePROMS produce equivalent scores (57). Similarly, Campbell et al. reported equivalence (56), but further validations of electronic versions of standardised instrument are necessary as bias can never be excluded. A Rheumatology specific recent overview focusing on ePROMS is available and the manuscript of Kiltz et al. adds some interesting facts (17, 58). A high number of patients prefer ePROMS and usually report positive attitudes towards them and their use (19, 56). However, to pose minimal burden, the number of ePROMS applied to the patients should be limited even if they make data available fast (3).

Due to the rise in connectivity and widely spread as well as highly valued mobile devices that can assist information gathering the range of time and locations where physicians, staff and patients can complete assessments (e.g. at home, waiting room) has significantly enlarged (3). Thus, beside the ‘traditional’ EHRs Apps that have been programmed for data collection and have already been evaluated (21, 59), Richter et al. compared patients’ data entry of a set of PROMs (FFbH/HAQ, RADAI) using an App on a Smartphone to paper-pencil versions. Scores obtained by patients direct data entry on the Smartphone did not differ from the paper-pencil scores (59). Strengths and weaknesses of Apps and mobile health in the routine rheumatology service were summarised by El Miedany (60). Furthermore, Azevedo et al. provide an overview on Smartphone Apps for management of rheumatic diseases and related problems (54).

In Germany, various Rheumatology-specific patient documentation systems that can be used as ‘add on systems’ to EHRs in hospitals and private practices are available and have been used for health services research (http://dgrh.de/document.html). They also incorporate PROMs that can be filled by the patients themselves (19) and/or have interfaces to further external mobile applications that allow ePROMs documentation. Schacher et al. examined the usability of three German Rheumatology-specific patient documentation systems and concluded that they provide valid data with better data quality than the paper versions (62). In addition, the NIH supported ‘Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System’ (PROMIS) is available for use (see http://www.healthmeasures.net/explore-measurement-systems/promis).

The ‘Electronic Recording of Outcome Measures for Inflammatory arthritis and Ankylosing spondylitis-EROMIA’ system, a hospital-based integrated monitoring database, implemented visual feedback for the patients as they were allowed to view the course of their disease on the computer. This approach had a positive and significant impact on the disease activity control compared to standard care where the patient were able to check former forms filled in (63). Recently, a modern telemonitoring system including a website platform that also implies remotely filled in patient-reported outcome measures has successfully been applied to faster achieve remission in early RA (64).

Meanwhile, web portals allow patients to access their EHR via the internet from home or other places. Patients’ interest in online access of their EHR has been reported for more than ten years (65). In RA, Van der Vaart et al. published in 2011 that two-third of the patients reported interest in accessing their electronic medical record to monitor symptoms (66). Direct access to the medical documents and caring process apart from the regular physician visits might lead to more patient empowerment (67). However, this hypothesis is still under discussion. Van der Vaart et al. also evaluated web portal EMR access in 360 RA patients, of whom 54% used and evaluated the portal. The authors appreciated the portal as a valuable addition to the care process (67). However, some patients might be
unfamiliar with notes and scores made available to them, and detailed patient education is necessary. Training of the staff involved in the new electronic caring process is also mandatory as staff members seem to play a key role in sustained implementation and utilisation (25, 68).

Spencer et al. reported that patients with chronic rheumatic diseases agree to share their anonymised electronic patient record for research. Considering the raised security concerns patients’ engagement throughout the complete research process (e.g. via dynamic electronic consents and feedback loops) is appreciated and seems mandatory (69). In general, electronic health information systems need to be user-friendly and should pose minimal burden to reach successful integration and sustained use while offering additional benefits to health care professionals (26). Knowing that there are still limitations of current electronic data capture systems, early involvement of all stakeholders in the development and implementation processes is recommended to improve acceptance (26, 70).

Legal and regulatory aspects

When implementing IT solutions for data collection and storage of patients’ clinical (self-reported) data among others data security, analytic and practical issues as well as complex licenses’ and legal aspects need to be considered, and it is mandatory to obtain patients’ informed consent for electronic data transfer (e.g. via (wireless) local area networks), local as well as external storage, and processing (71). To protect patients from data theft and misuse, data avoidance and minimisation issues must be taken into account, but the extent might change according to the underlying rheumatic disease and the responsible regulatory authorities as well as ongoing changes of data security related laws and provisions (72). Additionally, more recent discussions focus on software being regarded as medical and costly administrative acts.

Conclusions

EHRs/EMRs as well as other electronic patient documentation systems supply collection of medical data and information on health related topics. Long-term systematic patient-centered data collection – integral components of individuals’ care – have become available via structured, standardised and longitudinally build documentation opportunities and automated scorings. Thus, they already allow modern real-time clinical routine patient care with high quality standards and facilitate patients to participate in their health care process immediately. Advanced systems and new electronic tools will provide even more explicit prospects for clinical data collection and key features tailored to individual needs in different treatment and disease phases. The integration of mobile devices to EHRs and existing patient documentation systems might lead to more frequent, remote and continuous documentation of key outcome parameters and other measures facilitating new optimised treat-to-target and individual management concepts. In addition, data from EHR become available for research, registries, and other secondary usage and will thereby lead to improved knowledge and new process flows in Rheumatology health care. Legal and regulatory aspects should always be kept in mind.
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